


That was the headline in The New York Times on Sunday, November 30, 1930. 
Broadcasting was ten years old, “radio” much older, but this was to be the first “program”–news
and entertainment for general consumption–sent from a sea-going ship.  

Originally called the Vaterland when she was built in Germany before World War I, the
54,000+ ton passenger vessel–said to be the largest in the world at the time–spent a year in
transatlantic passenger service for the Hamburg America Line until 1917 when the war
intervened and she was seized by the U.S. government.  Recommissioned the USS Leviathan,
she was in military service until purchased by the United States Lines, which operated her (albeit
never profitably) for 21 years.

SS Leviathan had been in her semi-annual dry dock in Boston, and was to arrive in New
York on Monday morning after a one-day trip.  The broadcast, arranged by NBC, took place on
Sunday night at 2320 local time and lasted for an hour.  It was sent by shortwave on 4177.5 kHz.
to the American Telephone and Telegraph receiving station in the coastal town of Forked River,
New Jersey, from whence it was sent by wire to WEAF in New York and out to the NBC
network.

The president of United States Lines was aboard the ship for this trip, as was David
Sarnoff, president of RCA, NBC’s founding parent, and some 500 passengers (the ship could
accommodate 3,000 but carried on average less than half that number).  For entertainment during
long ocean crossings, the ship was outfitted with a night club known as the Club Leviathan,
which was where the program originated.  

Announcing duties during the program went to Phillip Carlin of WEAF.  Also on the
program were soprano and comedienne Mildred Hunt and tenor James Melton.  The show was
preceded by a preview of what the Times called “a talking motion picture” (the talkies were but a
few years old).

Said the Times on Monday:  “The reception to radio listeners in New York was marred by
considerable fading, the orchestral music and songs jumping from faint tones to loud.” 
Presumably that was the quality on the broadcast band.  The broadcast, and the ship, are now
long forgotten, but it was surely an exciting DX event for those who were apparently able to hear
the broadcast direct, as evidenced by the letter shown below, which was received by David F.
Thomas of Proctorville, Ohio, active in DX circles at the time and for many decades later.  The
letter was accompanied by a booklet, “Voiceways Overseas from Lawrenceville,” the New Jersey
location of one of AT&T’s main ship-to-shore facilities.  It is also reproduced below.
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